
City and Borough of Sitka 

PROVIDING FOR TODAY…PREPARING FOR TOMORROW 

Coast Guard City, USA 

June 10, 2021  

Mr. Joe Allen-Thompson  
General Manager, Washington Post Collection 
Republic Services 
54 S. Dawson St. 
Seattle, WA 98134 

Re: CBS Proposal for Reducing Fire Risk in Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) 

Dear Mr. Allen-Thompson,  

This letter serves as the City and Borough of Sitka’s (CBS) official proposal to address the new shipping 
requirements presented by Republic Services (RS).  We are excited to hear that RS is willing to work toward 
a solution to the shipping requirements being imposed on RS by Alaska Marine Lines (AML).   

In AML’s letter to CBS of August 17, 2020, AML states that they require “baled” waste in “hard-top closed 
containers.”  As we have previously stated, the letter is notice from AML which is a company not in 
contractual privity with the CBS.  In your letter to the CBS on August 31, 2020, you requested a “transition 
to compacted waste in closed top containers,” however, no cost allocation or timeline was proposed with 
the request. 

In AML’s letter of May 19, 2021 to RS, AML states that they provided written notice to RS in September, 
2017 that they would “only accept compacted waste in closed containers in the future.”  Was this 
notification provided to the CBS in any official documentation from RS, and if so, when?  We believe that 
this requirement would be significant enough to pass on the CBS immediately after notification was 
received.   

AML also claims that the CBS “has not committed to using closed containers to improve safety.”  It is still 
our belief that it is not for the CBS to commit to using closed containers, rather RS must commit to using 
closed containers.  CBS has previously proposed the use of removable hard top, closed containers and 
agrees to cooperate in that regard.  However, we do not concur that further mechanical compaction is 
also required to address fire risk as we currently compact our MSW by alternative means. 

AML states that the CBS considers mechanical compaction “a solely financial decision.”  This conclusion 
ignores CBS’ position that there lacks any material data that additional compaction would significantly 
improve fire risk beyond the mechanical compaction already applied at the transfer station.  We analyzed 
the decision to incorporate additional compaction on a simple cost/benefit analysis since we believe fire 
risk is adequately addressed by the incorporation of closed containers.  Although we have demanded the 
information, no studies have been presented to the CBS showing the increased safety of incorporating 
additional compaction.  CBS takes issue with the insinuation that we view this as “a solely financial 
decision” as we took early action and worked diligently to improve our waste sorting efforts well beyond 
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other communities, including communities with closed containers.  Furthermore, the imposition of a 50% 
shipping increase by AML appears to also be “solely financial” given their prior stance that shipments 
would cease on a specified date if the fire risk issue were not addressed. 

AML has informed RS that they will be charging higher rates, effective July 1, 2021, unless the MSW is 
compressed and transported in closed containers by December 31, 2021.  In this respect, AML requires a 
mutually agreed addendum to the Contract between RS and AML.  Once again, AML is not in contractual 
privity with the CBS.  AML further requires that RS and AML be allowed to adjust rates if other transport 
methodologies become available which improve fire safety but cost more.  This approach essentially 
provides AML and RS the freedom to demand new shipping requirements with little to no evidence to 
support the requirements and pass the costs, however high they may be, to the CBS. 

Section 8.1 of our contract establishes “Base Service Fees,” which provide a rate per ton which includes a 
“Transport Component.”  For the 48’ containers, the rate is $134/ton with a $76/ton Transport 
Component, and a 29-ton minimum payload applies (or $2,204/container for the minimum Transport 
Component).  Section 8.2 provides for adjustment of the Transport Component of the Base Service Fee 
for Waste in proportion with any increase in the minimum container charge or other transport fees.  AML 
states the “present rate for open top containers” is $90.18/ton ($2,615/container).  Since the execution 
of the current contract in 2017, the Transport Component has increased 19% with little to no justification 
or data to justify the increase.   

There appears to be no provisions for notice and explanation of adjustments to the Transport Component.  
Although, under section 8.4(b), written notice and explanation, with full documentation, is required by 
the CBS in order to decrease service fees, and RS has 30 days to respond.  In its letter of May 19, 2021, 
AML notifies RS that its rate will be increased to $131.56/ton ($3,815/container), and AML provides an 
insufficient explanation for the increase, i.e., “to account for the costs of special handling and risk 
including segregation from other cargo on the barge and at terminals.”  No documentation or proof is 
provided to substantiate the claim.  The CBS views this explanation as entirely unsatisfactory and rejects 
it.  By not following the process outlined in section 8.3(b), or any similar process, RS has led the CBS to be 
suspicious of the increase in service fees demanded by AML and wonders how RS was involved with AML’s 
demand. 

The CBS formally rejects the increase proposed to RS until documentation is provided and the process 
outlined in section 8.3(b) is followed.  We require RS to itemize all costs that support the increase. 

Section 6.1(a) of our contract imposes the responsibility on RS to transport and dispose of waste already 
loaded by CBS into containers provided by RS.  There is no mention of compacting the waste or providing 
closed containers in the contract.  Section 6.1(c) requires RS to provide containers “necessary to perform,” 
which reasonably implies that RS is responsible for the cost of closed containers.  Section 6.4(a) requires 
RS to provide CBS with an “adequate supply” of containers, but there is no mention of closed containers.  
However, subpart (b) requires RS to keep containers “in good working order and repair.”  This also 
reasonably implies that RS is responsible for the cost of closed containers.  Section 7.1(d) requires CBS to 
load “acceptable waste,” but makes no mention of compacting waste or using closed containers.   

Until formal studies prove otherwise, the CBS continues to believe that further mechanical compaction is 
unnecessary, so long as closed containers are used.  If studies show (as was demanded of RS in CBS’ letter 
of October 22, 2020) that further mechanical compaction is reasonable to satisfy the fire risk for AML, CBS 
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will accept the responsibility to provide additional mechanical compaction under the following terms 
(pending Assembly approval): 

1. If AML demands further mechanical compaction in closed containers as the only option to address 
fire risk, then RS will assume all fire liability once the containers leave the CBS transfer station. 

2. RS must agree to a flat rate shipping set at the current 29-ton rate.  RS claims that we have 
historically been shipping under our minimum weight, so it is reasonable to assume that if we 
achieve our minimum weights with increased compaction, the CBS will have an avenue to “break 
even” on the investment which will minimize the increased capital cost burden on the rate payers 
of Sitka. 

3. RS commits to removing all reference to shipping rate increases, except those increases due to 
“uncontrollable circumstances,” from the Contract and specify a one percent (1%) per year 
escalator on shipping for the remaining term of the contract. 

4. RS acknowledge that shipping rate changes by their subcontractor do not qualify as an 
“uncontrollable circumstance” as defined by Section 1.37 on the Contract. 

5. RS acknowledges their right to inspect all MSW prior to acceptance from the transfer station.  
Accepting the MSW without inspection implies that the shipment contains no “unacceptable 
waste.”  After acceptance, the burden of proof as it pertains to “unacceptable waste” belongs 
solely to RS. 

6. RS commits to a one-year adherence to current shipping rates, effective from the date of a 
contract addendum, to allow the CBS to construct and install the necessary infrastructure. 

The CBS has always been sensitive to the inherent fire risk of MSW which is evident in the continuous 
improvements we have incorporated at our transfer station.  We see the above proposed terms as a way 
to solve the issue collaboratively without negatively affecting our rate payers.  The CBS in unable to afford 
an increasing cost of capital and an increasing cost of a contract.  The CBS believes that if RS does not 
accept these terms as proposed, then the issue was never about the fire risk.  We are offering a solution 
that can work for all parties who are committed to addressing fire risk and safety at sea rather than making 
this “a solely financial decision.” 

We look forward to the continued partnership and, pending Assembly approval, stand poised to begin the 
acquisition of the necessary equipment and the modification of our existing contracts.  We respectfully 
request your response to these terms by close of business, June 16, 2021, in order to seek Assembly 
approval for the commitment at our June 22, 2021 Assembly meeting. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John M. Leach 
Municipal Administrator 
 
 
 
 

Sincerely,yy  

Johnhnhnhnhnhnhnhnhnhnhnhn M Leach
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Cc:  Alaska Marine Lines 
 Alaska Waste Management 
 City and Borough of Sitka Assembly 
 Senator Stedman 
 Representative Kreiss-Tomkins 
 
Encl: Alaska Marine Lines letter of 8/17/2020 
 Republic Services letter of 8/31/2020 
 CBS letter of 10/9/2020 
 Republic Services letter of 10/21/2020 
 CBS letter of 10/22/2020 
 Republic Services letter of 4/9/2021 
 Republic Services letter of 5/5/2021 
 Alaska Marine Lines letter of 5/19/2021 
 Republic Services letter of 6/8/2021















 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 



certain statements in your letter related to Republic’s contractual obligations in light of AML’s demands. 

disagrees that it is Republic’s responsibility to incur the costs to “reduce this preexisting fire risk.”  
Republic’s contractual obligation is to transport and dispose of Sitka’s Acceptable Waste as defined in the 

Disposal Company (“Contract”).
containers is not Republic’s responsibility. s the City’s responsibility 

The issue necessitating AML’s pending requirement that waste b

contain language obligating Republic to incur the expense to change the City’s infrastructure to mitigate the 
ntial for fire that accompanies the City’s loading of Unacceptable Waste into containers that AML is 

responsive to AML’s demands












